Introductory Paragraph
Surveillance of circulating drug resistant bacteria is essential for healthcare providers to deliver effective empiric antibiotic therapy. However, the results of surveillance may not be available on a timescale that is optimal for guiding patient treatment. Here we present a method for inferring characteristics of an unknown bacterial sample by identifying the presence of sequence variation across the genome that is linked to a phenotype of interest, in this case drug resistance. We demonstrate an implementation of this principle using sequence k-mer content, matched to a database of known genomes. We show this technique can be applied to data from an Oxford Nanopore device in real time and is capable of identifying the presence of a known resistant strain in 5 minutes, even from a complex metagenomic sample. This flexible approach has wide application to pathogen surveillance and may be used to greatly accelerate diagnoses of resistant infections.
Introduction
Antibiotic-resistant infections pose multiple challenges to healthcare systems, contributing to higher mortality, morbidity, and escalating cost. Clinicians must regularly make rapid decisions on empiric antibiotic treatment without knowing if a patient's clinical syndrome is due to a drug resistant organism. In some cases, this is directly linked to poor outcomes; in the case of septic shock, the risk of death increases by an estimated 10% with every 60 minutes delay in initiating effective treatment 1 .
Hence, there is interest in developing rapid, point-of-care techniques to detect the presence of a resistant strain in a sample, for diagnostics and surveillance purposes. The continuing development of sequencing technologies suggests that genomic data are particularly promising for this purpose 2 . In principle, if a resistance gene or mutation can be detected in a sample, this could be sufficient to inform treatment decisions. However for this to be applicable in practice, several conditions must be satisfied: foremost, the resistance determinant must be already identified, it must be sufficiently different from susceptible variants, and the genomic context must be known, as loci with homology to known resistance determinants are also found in nonpathogens 3 . Furthermore, to make diagnosis truly point-of-care, one must sequence as directly as possible from clinical samples, without time-consuming culture steps. This implies a metagenomic sample containing sequences from many different taxa, and so the genomic context of the resistance locus may be obscured if we use short read technologies for
sequencing. An ideal approach would not depend on access to expensive, sophisticated sequencing equipment, making it deployable close to the point of care and in resource-poor settings.
The clinical question of whether an antibiotic is likely to work, i.e. the pathogen is susceptible, is not equivalent to identifying whether a pathogen carries those mutations or genes that are known to confer resistance. Prescription has long been informed by correlative features when causative ones are difficult to measure, for example whether the same syndrome (or ideally pathogen) occurring in other patients from the same clinical environment have responded (or were susceptible to) to a particular antibiotic. This also has been observed at the genetic level as well, as a result of genetic linkage between resistance elements and the rest of the genome.
An example is given by the pneumococcus (Streptococcus pneumoniae), a major pathogen, responsible for approximately 1.6 million deaths per year. The Centers for Disease Control have rated the threat level of drug resistant pneumococcus as 'serious' 4 . While resistance arises in pneumococci through a variety of mechanisms and genes, approximately 90% of the variance in the minimal inhibitory concentration (MIC) for multiple antibiotics of different classes, could be explained by the loci determining the strain type alone 5 . This is particularly interesting, as none of the loci used for strain classification themselves causes resistance. Thus, in the overwhelming majority of cases, resistance can be accurately predicted from coarse strain typing based on population structure.
This population structure can be leveraged to offer an alternative approach to detecting resistance in which rather than detecting high-risk genes, we identify high-risk lineages. The additional information available from genomic data allows a better definition of those closely related parts of the population associated with resistance or susceptibility, which we call 'phylogroups'. High-risk phylogroups can be readily determined by analysis of existing highquality draft genome assemblies, together with suitable metadata on MICs. Thus, given sufficient correlation between the phylogroup and phenotype of interest (for example drug resistance), rapid identification of the phylogroup alone can be sufficient for diagnostic
purposes.
An attractive option for this approach is to use long-read sequencing, such as nanopore technology (Oxford Nanopore Technology (ONT)), given its additional correlative structure.
computer as they are produced, so the results can be analyzed and reported in real time.
Recently, nanopore sequencing has been shown to provide rapid re-identification of human samples within minutes 8 , predict antibiotic resistance of pathogens within hours 9-14 , or predict sequence types of bacterial isolates within an hour 15 .
Here we present a method to match data from bacterial isolate sequencing and clinical metagenomics against a genomic database of known isolates for which resistance has already been determined, and predict antibiotic resistance based on the resistance profiles of the matches. We demonstrate, using the example of pneumococcus and five antibiotics (benzylpenicillin, ceftriaxone, trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole, erythromycin, and tetracycline), that we can identify known resistant clones, and their serotype, on a standard laptop within 5 minutes even from metagenomic data. Moreover, our solution is suitable for applications in resource-poor contexts, making it not only useful for diagnosing infections, but also for enhancing surveillance.
Results

A database of resistance-associated sequence elements
To predict resistance in isolates and clinical samples we built a database of Resistance Associated Sequence Elements (RASE). We generated a k-mer-based representation of lineages for use to predict resistance by approximate matching. Following an analysis of the S.
pneumoniae genome and characteristics of nanopore reads, we set k-mer length to 18 (see Methods). Our method depends on the initial availability of good quality data, and so we used genomes of pneumococci sampled from a carriage study in Massachusetts children 16, 17 as the main reference dataset; it consists of 616 carriage samples isolated from Massachusetts children and comprises resistance data together with high quality draft genome assemblies from Illumina HiSeq reads. These isolates have already been classified using Multi-Locus Sequence Typing 18,19 (MLST), which is the current 'gold standard' for defining clones and clonal complexes used by the Pneumococcal Molecular Epidemiology Network 20 (PMEN).
Based on the measured MICs, we assigned each isolate to an antibiotic-specific resistance category using standard breakpoints (see Methods). Where data on MICs were not available, we estimated the likely resistance phenotype of an isolate using ancestral state reconstruction (see Methods). This was the case for a total of 494 records, concentrated in the data for tetracycline (291 records) and ceftriaxone (176 records) susceptibility. A further advantage of the dataset we chose was that we had access to the original isolates, and so additional resistance testing was possible; in our subsequent experiments, if original MIC data were not available for the best match in the RASE database, the relevant isolate was tested to confirm resistance phenotype (see Methods). In all of 8 cases tested, ancestral state reconstruction 8
Results of prediction are reported in real time as the best matching genomes in the database, together with the phylogroup score and the susceptibility scores to the antibiotics being tested (examples shown in Figures 2 and 3) . As the run progresses, these scores fluctuate and eventually stabilize.
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Testing isolates present in the RASE database
We examined two isolates that were used to build the RASE database (SP01 and SP02 in Table   1A ). They were selected to test whether we can correctly assign phylogroup even under the best circumstances, given the relatively high error rate of nanopore sequencing 6 . The profile obtained from the fully susceptible isolate is shown in Figure 2 . Due to errors in the nanopore sequence, only 20% of the bases matched k-mers in the RASE database -yet despite this, the correct phylogroup was assigned within 1 minute. The best match stabilized within 7 minutes, and this matched the isolate used in the test. The second tested isolate was predicted even faster, with phylogroup and best match correctly detected and stabilized within 1 minute.
These experiments provide a proof of principle that lineage calling can be accurate and fast even using sequence data with a relatively high per base error rate.
We also evaluated how long it took for resistance genes to be reliably detected in nanopore reads. For SP02 we observed that at least 15 minutes was needed to detect resistance, assuming that the genes in question can be unambiguously identified in nanopore data despite the high per base error rate, and that the presence of the loci is directly linked to the resistance phenotype (Supplementary Figure 2) . If this is not the case, further delays would be expected.
Thus, lineage calling can offer a time advantage compared to methods based on identifying the presence of resistance genes even in a sample of DNA from a purified isolate as opposed to a metagenome, potentially allowing for more rapid changes to antimicrobial therapy.
Testing isolates not present in the RASE database
We then examined four additional isolates (SP03-SP06 in Table 1A ) for which the serotype and limited antibiogram data were known, but the lineage was unknown. To identify the lineages of these isolates we sequenced them by Illumina Miniseq, and confirmed the antibiogram of the antibiotics being tested in this study. We compared three characteristics of the sample to assess our performance: the serotype, the sequence type (ST) and the antibiograms (benzylpenicillin, ceftriaxone, trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole, erythromycin, and tetracycline resistance according to EUCAST breakpoints 23 . Consistent with this, the two samples were indeed resistant to erythromycin, as was the closest match in the RASE database constructed from the Massachusetts sample. In the case of SP05, the phylogroup score was borderline, reflecting divergence of the sample undertest from the database, even though the susceptibility scores were accurate for the antibiotics tested.
Metagenomic sample testing
Because culture introduces significant delays, direct metagenomic sequencing of clinical samples would be preferable. We therefore analyzed nanopore metagenomics data from sputum samples obtained from patients suffering from lower respiratory tract infections 2 , selecting 6 samples from the study that were already known to contain Streptococcus pneumoniae (Table 1B , sorted by the estimated proportion of S. pneumoniae reads).
The sample displayed in Figure 3 (SP10) contains DNA from multiple bacterial species, and as a result, few of the reads match to the k-mers in the RASE database (7% in contrast with 20% for the sample used for proof of principle above). However, the sample was still inferred, again within 5 minutes, to contain DNA identified as belonging to the Swedish 15A-25 clone (ST63)
which is also known to be associated with resistance phenotypes including macrolides and tetracyclines 24 . This sample was confirmed to be resistant to the erythromycin, as well as clindamycin, tetracycline and oxacillin 2 according to EUCAST 23 . The result for oxacillin is especially noteworthy, as the initial report of this clone did not report resistance to penicillin antibiotics 24 . However, resistance to this class has subsequently emerged in this lineage, and so the database used in this work correctly identified the risk of penicillin resistance in this sample.
The metagenomes SP11 and SP12 contain an estimated >20% reads that matched to S.
pneumoniae, and their serotypes were identified to be 15A and 3, respectively. The susceptibility scores of the best matches were fully consistent with the susceptibility profiles found in the samples, with the exception of tetracycline resistance of SP12. Further analysis of the reads from SP12 using Krocus 15 suggested that the pneumococcal DNA present was from the ST180 clonal complex, and matched specifically either to the sequence type ST180 or ST3798. This is consistent with identification as serotype 3, because this clonal complex contains the great majority of isolates with this capsule type, which historically has not been associated with resistance 25 . However, improved sampling and study of this lineage has recently found highly divergent subclades that are associated with resistance. These lineages 12 were previously rare, and thus were less likely to be included in our database, but now are increasing in frequency 26 . In this case, ST 3798 is found to be in clade 1B, which is notable for exhibiting sporadic tetracycline resistance. Again, the failure to match to this is a result of the original database not containing a suitable example for comparison.
The last remaining samples, SP07-SP09, contained less than 5% unambiguously pneumococcal reads, and as a result the phylogroup was not securely identified in these. Nevertheless, all predicted phenotypes were concordant with phenotypic tests, with the exception of SP07 which matches the same isolate as SP12 (discussed above).
Discussion
Effective methods for detecting resistance, or susceptibility from gene sequences do not need to perform GWAS in reverse -using lineage calling, there is no requirement to detect the variation that causes the phenotype, only that it be sufficiently strongly associated with the phenotype to make reliable predictions. The results presented here show that if an identical genome is present in the database, ProPhyle accurately matches it in 5 minutes and accurately predicts resistance/susceptibility, and if the genome is not present the closest relative is identified within a similar time span. Moreover, ProPhyle can be used successfully with metagenomic data, here identifying the presence of the Sweden 15A-23 clone in a sputum sample taken from a patient with lower respiratory tract infection in the UK. Together, these results suggest that we can achieve robust lineage calling, even from complex data, within minutes of nanopore sequencing.
A key advantage of this approach is that it is not limited by the relatively high error rate of nanopore sequencing; it is not attempting to define the exact genome sequence of the sample being tested, but merely which lineage it comes from. As a result, even when a small fraction of k-mers in the read are informative in matching to the RASE database, this is sufficient to call the lineage. This has the benefit of being faster than gene detection by virtue of the informative kmers being distributed throughout the genome, and so more likely to appear in the first few reads sequenced by the nanopore. Therefore, the approach we present here can be seen as an application of compressed sensing: by measuring a sparse signal distributed broadly across our data we can identify it with comparatively few error-tolerant measurements.
Lineage calling has several advantages over methods that aim to detect the presence of the specific sequences that confer resistance. Most importantly, we can identify clones that are associated with susceptibility as well as resistance. The relevant loci need not be known in advance, and because we are seeking to identify the lineage rather than the loci, it is much quicker. In our experiments it consistently took longer for a single copy of a resistance gene of interest to pass through the pore and be identified than to identify the lineage. This is particularly important when detecting mutational resistance that requires high genome coverage (>30x). Finally, when resistance is plasmid-borne, identifying the lineage may be more reliable at predicting susceptibility/resistance by lineage calling in metagenomic data, as the source organism of plasmids in a metagenome is hard to identify.
These results suggest a two-step model for resistance diagnostics, in which the first is to characterize the important pathogens in the population with highly accurate, high quality draft genomes together with metadata on resistance or other phenotypes of interest, and then to analyze clinical samples directly using nanopore-based metagenomics and the RASE software.
The importance of a high quality and representative database is shown by the failure to accurately call erythromycin resistance for SP03 and SP06; the closest match to these two in the RASE database was relatively distantly related to them and had diverged in its antibiogram.
Given the value and importance of an appropriate database, which is evident from our results, it is notable that health laboratories are increasingly collecting datasets suitable for use with RASE. The US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention have started using WGS to characterize samples from their Active Bacterial Core Surveillance system, which obtains isolates and MIC data from all isolates of S. pneumoniae causing invasive disease in a population of more than 23 million. As a result of this initiative, raw reads and resistance data for 1781 isolates collected from 2015 already exists 27, 28 . While it is unlikely that a random patient presenting with disease would be infected by a lineage not present in this sample, it is possible. In the event that the sequenced isolate belongs to a clade that is absent from the database or the confidence in cluster assignment to the studied species is not sufficiently strong, RASE reports comparable similarity for multiple different phylogroups and the phylogroup score drops accordingly (see experiments SP05 and SP07-SP09 in supplementary online material). This will allow attention to rapidly be concentrated on any examples of bacteria that are not present in the database. If we are to move away from culture towards . CC-BY-NC 4.0 International license It is made available under a (which was not peer-reviewed) is the author/funder, who has granted bioRxiv a license to display the preprint in perpetuity.
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A more serious issue, which we have not encountered in this study, but which may limit the application of our approach to other pathogen-drug combinations, is the degree of linkage between resistance and a specific lineage. If this is low, such that there is very weak association between lineage and resistance phenotype, then we would not expect our approach to work. This is particularly the case if resistance can arise from a single mutation during the course of treatment (e.g., porin mutations which confer diminished susceptibility to carbapenems 27 ).
Such an eventuality would not be detectable by any sequence-based method, but we note this would also mislead conventional gold standard susceptibility testing if the mutation has not already arisen at time of sample collection. In the case of the pneumococcus the degree of linkage between resistance and the rest of the genome is high, as shown by the success of ancestral state reconstruction in inferring the resistance status of isolates for which MIC data were not originally reported. This suggests that perfect resistance data for all isolates may not be necessary in all circumstances, however this will require further work to fully define, as will how the RASE approach scales with increasing database size.
Another limitation of this approach for point-of-care use is the complexity and time required for sample preparation, which currently includes human DNA depletion, DNA isolation and library preparation, taking a total of 4 hours. However, we note that ONT Voltrax technology can be used for automated library preparation and, potentially in the future, host depletion and DNA extraction. Automation will simplify and speed up the sample preparation turnaround time. It should be noted that this has been further reduced, with a Rapid Sequencing Kit offering library preparation in 10 minutes 29 . Further advances in this space, including reduced costs, will be required to bring the method closer to the bedside. For instance, the ONT Flongle flowcell ($100 as of August 2018) may help to address this issue.
The benefits of lineage calling are in identifying high-risk clones earlier. It is easy to see how our approach may be extended to include calling specific resistance loci, where they are known, but a key advantage of our approach is that it is not limited by the requirement to know them in advance. Lineage calling can be used to detect any phenotype that is sufficiently tightly linked to a phylogeny, for instance to identify highly virulent strains that might merit closer attention.
Further applications may include rapid outbreak investigations, as the closely related isolates involved in the outbreak will all be predicted to match to the same strain in the RASE database.
The approach also lends itself to enhanced surveillance, including field work situations; the recent Ebola outbreak in West Africa, for example, saw MinION devices used in remote locations without centralized and advance healthcare facilities. Finally, this approach is not at present intended to supplant empiric therapies. Given the urgency of instituting appropriate therapies, prescriptions should be made as early as possible. However, we may be able, through lineage calling of samples taken when the tentative diagnosis is made, to institute effective therapy at the second dose when the initial therapy is inadequate, long before it would become clinically apparent the patient is not responding. The combination of high quality RASE databases with lineage calling hence offers an alternative model for diagnostics and surveillance, with wide applications for the management of infectious disease.
Methods
Overview
RASE uses rapid approximate k-mer-based matching of long sequencing reads against a database of genomes to predict resistance via lineage calling, using two key components: a database containing genomic data and associated antibiograms, and a prediction pipeline. The database contains a highly compressed lossless k-mer index, a representation of the tree population structure, and metadata such as a phylogroup, serotype, sequence type and resistance profiles (see 'Resistance profiles'). The pipeline iterates over reads from the nanopore sequencer and provides real-time predictions of phylogroup and resistance 
Resistance profiles
For all antibiotics, RASE associates individual isolates with a resistance category, susceptible or non-susceptible. First, MIC values are mined using regular expressions from the available textual antibiograms, i.e., strings describing an interval of possible MIC values. Second, the acquired intervals are compared to the antibiotic-specific breakpoints (Supplementary Figure 3) . If a given breakpoint is above or below the interval, susceptibility or nonsusceptibility is reported, respectively. However, no category can be assigned at this step if the breakpoint lies within the extracted interval, an antibiogram is entirely missing, or an antibiogram is present, but parsing failed. Third, missing categories are inferred using ancestral state reconstruction on the associated phylogenetic tree while maximizing parsimony (i.e., minimizing the number of nodes switching its resistance category) breakpoints (Supplementary Figure 4) . When the solution is not unique, non-susceptibility is assigned.
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Predicting resistance from phylogroups
All isolates in the database are associated with similarity weights that are set to zero at the start of the run. Each time a new read is matched against the DB, the weights for the best match are increased according to the read's 'information content', calculated as the number of shared kmers between a genome and the read, divided by the number of best hits.
The copyright holder for this preprint . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/403204 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online Aug. 29, 2018; Predictions are calculated based on the current state of the weights and the lineage or phylogroup in which the best-matched isolate is found. First, a phylogroup is predicted as the phylogroup of the best matching isolate. Then, a phylogroup score is calculated PGS=2f/(f+t)-1, where f and t denote the scores of the best matches in the first ('predicted') and second best ('alternative') phylogroup respectively. If PGS is higher than a specified threshold (0.6 in default settings), the call is considered successful. If the score is lower than this, the read cannot be securely assigned to a phylogroup, and this counts as a failure. Reads that do not match are not used in subsequent analysis to predict resistance.
Resistance is predicted for individual antibiotics independently, using weights within the predicted phylogroup. While certain phylogroups are certainly associated with susceptibility, some others are not. For the latter, we propose the use of the susceptibility scores that combine the resistance characteristics of the most similar strains in the RASE database. A susceptibility score is calculated as SUS=s/(s+r), where s and r denote the score of the best susceptible and non-susceptible strains within the predicted phylogroup. If SUS is greater than a specified threshold (0.6 in default settings), susceptibility to the antibiotic is reported, nonsusceptibility otherwise. In most of cases, this algorithm predicts non-susceptibility or susceptibility as the one of the best match. Nevertheless, when two genomes with different resistance categories are of similar weights, non-susceptibility may be reported even though the best match is susceptible.
To determine how RASE works with nanopore data generated in real time, the timestamps of individual reads were first extracted and then used for sorting the base-called nanopore reads.
When the RASE pipeline was applied, the timestamps were used for expressing the predictions as a function of time. The times of ProPhyle assignments were also compared to the original timestamps to ensure that the prediction pipeline was not slower than sequencing.
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Lower time bounds on resistance gene detection
A complete genome assembly of the multidrug resistant SP02 isolate was computed from the Nanopore reads using the CANU 34 (version 1.5, with default parameters). Prior to the assembly step, reads were filtered using SAMsift 35 based on the matching quality with the RASE database: only reads at least 1000bp long with at least 10% 18-mers shared with some of the reference draft assemblies were used. The obtained assembly was further corrected by Pilon 36 (version 1.2, default parameters) using Illumina reads from the same isolate (taxid '1QJAP' in the SPARC dataset 17 ) mapped to the nanopore assembly using BWA-MEM 37 (version 0.7.17, with the default parameters) and sorted using SAMtools 38 .
The obtained assembly was searched for resistance-causing genes using the online CARD tool 39 (as of 2018/08/01). All of the original nanopore reads were then mapped using Minimap2 40 (version 2.11, with '-x map-ont') to the corrected assembly and resistance genes in the reads identified using BEDtools-intersect 41 (version 2.27.1, with '-F 95'). Timestamps of the resistance-informative reads were extracted and associated with the genes. Only reads longer than 2kbp were used in the analysis.
Library preparation
For experiments SP01-SP06, cultures were grown in Todd-Hewitt medium with 0.5% yeast extract (THY; Becton Dickinson and Company, Sparks, MD) at 37°C in 5% CO2 for 24 hrs. High molecular weight (>1ug) genomic DNA was extracted and purified from cultures using DNeasy Blood and Tissue kit (QIAGEN, Valencia CA). DNA concentration was measured using Qubit fluorometer (Invitrogen, Grand Island NY). Library preparation was performed using the Oxford Nanopore Technologies 1D ligation sequencing kit SQK LSK108.
For experiments SP07-SP12, library preparation was performed using the ONT Rapid Low-Input Barcoding kit SQK-RLB001, with saponin-based host DNA depletion used for reducing the proportion of human reads. More details can be found in the original manuscript 2 .
MinION sequencing
Sequencing was performed on the MinION MK1 device using R9.4/FLO-MIN106 flowcells, according to the manufacturer's instructions. For experiments SP01-SP06, base-calling was performed using ONT Metrichor (versions 1.6.11 (SP01), 1.7.3 (SP02), 1.7.14 (SP03-SP06))
simultaneously with sequencing and all reads passing Metrichor quality check were used in the further analysis. For experiments SP07-SP09, ONT MinKNOW software (versions 1.4-1.13.1) was used to collect raw sequencing data and ONT Albacore (versions 1.2.2-2.1.10) was used for local base-calling of the raw data after sequencing runs were completed.
Testing resistance phenotype
Additional retesting of SPARC isolates was done using microdilution. Organism suspensions were prepared from overnight growth on blood agar plates to the density of a 0.5 McFarland standard. This organism suspension was then diluted to provide a final inoculum of 105 to 106
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hours. Then, the samples were screened to oxacillin: if the zone diameter r was >20mm, the isolate was considered sensitive to benzylpenicillin, otherwise a full MIC measurement to benzylpenicillin was done. Finally, the isolate was screened for resistance to tetracycline (r≥25mm for sensitive, r<22mm for resistant) and erythromycin (r≥22mm for sensitive, r<19mm
for resistant); when the isolate showed intermediate resistance, a full MIC measurement was
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. . CC-BY-NC 4.0 International license It is made available under a (which was not peer-reviewed) is the author/funder, who has granted bioRxiv a license to display the preprint in perpetuity. 28I7H  F1ODP  F1G5R  E4NSI  459747  QHXZZ  R34-3214  T14BF  R34-3054  RAV85  6CO3C  8G3XE  8AH8E  335574  J1LX6  DFS2Q  R52DJ  3YFA4  263137  FP9DM  XCJ97  242588  HWJVH  R34-3095  389109  6ZCAZ  R34-3156  9ABKR  RQ6NH  R34-3228  R34-3080  F7IXH  5J97G  K9N0O  342672  CXQ2T  R34-3201  065435  179743  108480  051715  448643  R34-3171  R34-3168  AI3GZ  2RLC4  R34-3176  430772  341365  R34-3231  R34-3230  268660  306435  142534  R34-3012  R34-3090  R34-3082  R34-3187  FJZZW  385385  FBPNS  RWZJE  163286  120581  R34-3167  DQKYE  035100  Q3H1U  120T7  153408  R34-3017  R34-3143  R34-3091  I0UZQ  R34-3189  ZXPKH  R34-3177  CJISL  94ORH  Y0160  9T42W  R34-3051  R34-3057  2AHBE  ON38S  TEF7S  R34-3050  DP07V  R34-3076  462956  025310  203692  239434  R34-3029  FOR95  T7IZ1  8A4VR  QRPPW  R34-3013  151684  427937  R34-3181  C3W41  R34-3022  7LLCL  BDGWM  04WB3  LFB15  WCULS  DYJGL  R34-3195  R34-3114  R34-3169  248734  R34-3019  R34-3020  3MB4Z  WYMQI  LIT4Q  J9GMM  R34-3127  R34-3055  R34-3174  R34-3067  YHPD0  276430  365502  049470  354557  154389  5ZS1X  403790  R34-3088  255210  WVCE6  R34-3032  R34-3039  R34-3015  68G2D  462746  508907  EKR1O  P0N8K  R34-3146  K8121  J29X8  144370  R34-3046  147587  R34-3065  HU4AA  8PNF1  2W7ME  M66VO  X703J  SHTPB  RD7KX  BA5TC  2Y1CQ  R34-3062  001996  R34-3166  336850  062031  R34-3075  472699  089848  042397  CV6JA  135631  383739  R34-3222  R34-3018  R34-3035  446376  118039  R34-3220  299801  PKMM4  279388  N6I98  001334  R34-3024  R34-3021  R34-3157  G2Z0B  N5O68  5Z52R  R34-3184  RN3X8  R34-3182  R34-3111  RUJ90  29ORI  Q7F26  UVVWA  BL0SN  7C7G1  R34-3191  R34-3213  4HUA7  B50V6  NIPQY  R34-3118  127530  R34-3216  473937  0CNYC  R34-3178  4D0HZ  R34-3112  R34-3120  MFII0  X71H5  Y6BSG  6U8ZJ  3UTO8  FRIZ4  26IET  3GWV1  R34-3059  040241  R34-3196  7NA98  333793  YSOFP  R34-3033  N8YA4  E0ZKK  VODW3  119571  NB8E4  R34-3072  PHY03  QD0ZV  8CRCE  V5VF1  291880  6PU39  R34-3089  R34-3092  3JK7Y  R34-3125  057G3  R34-3041  QU2WM  LY288  ODNWT  4XILA  QQK9Y  NKLJL  093209  R34-3060  R34-3053  SEOTT  PWGX0  STPDE  NJ41D  3FBXJ  R34-3109  5MZ1D  R34-3093  F8P25  R34-3215  XQR0B  VPPXV  234323  312942  R34-3045  422264  R34-3016  5W908  042861  R34-3180  101058  R34-3100  CM917  FU8OL  R34-3027  166637  R34-3099  420881  R34-3211  R34-3210  015445  0TN5H  R34-3096  R34-3151  359370  181272  160986  436154  018044  388483  R34-3038  302649  323485  173015  218229  334847  436915  GJ6MQ  9LUM5  R34-3183  R34-3212  R34-3160  483391  072782  R34-3192  217475  DH8X5-2  XZHZP  R34-3031  R34-3140  WQ9GV  R34-3159  FQPLS  PXB8V  R34-3206  R34-3205  362412  372297  146066  R34-3144  R34-3014  EH2WN  R34-3011  QLCSW  IZCEG  LJ6JL  WWC1T  R34-3153  M6AJV  5QBRP  R34-3154  R34-3030 N5O68  5Z52R  R34-3184  RN3X8  R34-3182  R34-3111  RUJ90  29ORI  Q7F26  UVVWA  BL0SN  7C7G1  R34-3191  R34-3213  4HUA7  B50V6  NIPQY  R34-3118  127530  R34-3216  473937  0CNYC  R34-3178  4D0HZ  R34-3112  R34-3120  MFII0  X71H5  Y6BSG  6U8ZJ  3UTO8  FRIZ4  26IET  3GWV1  R34-3059  040241  R34-3196  7NA98  333793  YSOFP  R34-3033  N8YA4  E0ZKK  VODW3  119571  NB8E4  R34-3072  PHY03  QD0ZV  8CRCE  V5VF1  291880  6PU39  R34-3089  R34-3092  3JK7Y  R34-3125  057G3  R34-3041  QU2WM  LY288  ODNWT  4XILA  QQK9Y  NKLJL  093209  R34-3060  R34-3053  SEOTT  PWGX0  STPDE  NJ41D  3FBXJ  R34-3109  5MZ1D  R34-3093  F8P25  R34-3215  XQR0B  VPPXV  234323  312942  R34-3045  422264  R34-3016  5W908  042861  R34-3180  101058  R34-3100  CM917  FU8OL  R34-3027  166637  R34-3099  420881  R34-3211  R34-3210  015445  0TN5H  R34-3096  R34-3151  359370  181272  160986  436154  018044  388483  R34-3038  302649  323485  173015  218229  334847  436915  GJ6MQ  9LUM5  R34-3183  R34-3212  R34-3160  483391  072782  R34-3192  217475  DH8X5-2  XZHZP  R34-3031  R34-3140  WQ9GV  R34-3159  FQPLS  PXB8V  R34-3206  R34-3205  362412  372297  146066  R34-3144  R34-3014  EH2WN  R34-3011  QLCSW  IZCEG  LJ6JL  WWC1T  R34-3153  M6AJV  5QBRP  R34- Each panel corresponds to a single antibiotic and displays the database phylogenetic tree, colored according to the reconstructed resistance categories for the antibiotic (blue, green, red, violet correspond to 'susceptible', 'unknown -inferred susceptible', 'non-susceptible', 'unknown -inferred non-susceptible', respectively).
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